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Abstract

Efforts to make research results open and reproducible are increasingly reflected by
journal policies encouraging or mandating authors to provide data availability
statements. As a consequence of this, there has been a strong uptake of data availability
statements in recent literature. Nevertheless, it is still unclear what proportion of these
statements actually contain well-formed links to data, for example via a URL or
permanent identifier, and if there is an added value in providing them. We consider
531, 889 journal articles published by PLOS and BMC which are part of the PubMed
Open Access collection, categorize their data availability statements according to their
content and analyze the citation advantage of different statement categories via
regression. We find that, following mandated publisher policies, data availability
statements have become common by now, yet statements containing a link to a
repository are still just a fraction of the total. We also find that articles with these
statements, in particular, can have up to 25.36% higher citation impact on average: an
encouraging result for all publishers and authors who make the effort of sharing their
data. All our data and code are made available in order to reproduce and extend our
results.

Introduction 1

More research funding agencies, institutions, journals and publishers are introducing 2

policies that encourage or require the sharing of research data that support publications. 3

Research data policies in general are intended to improve the reproducibility and quality 4

of published research, to increase the benefits to society of conducting research by 5

promoting its reuse, and to give researchers more credit for sharing their work [1]. 6

While some journals have required data sharing by researchers (authors) for more than 7

two decades, these requirements have tended to be limited to specific types of research, 8

such as experiments generating protein structural data [2]. It is a more recent 9

development for journals and publishers covering multiple research disciplines to 10

introduce common requirements for sharing research data, and for reporting the 11

availability of data from their research in published articles [3]. 12
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Journal research data policies often include requirements for researchers to provide 13

Data Availability Statements (DAS) in published articles, and the policies of some 14

research funding agencies, such as the UK’s Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 15

Council (EPSRC), also require that researchers’ publications include DAS. A DAS 16

provides a statement about where data supporting the results reported in a published 17

article can be found, whether those data are available publicly in a data repository, 18

available with the published article as supplementary information, available only 19

privately, upon request or not at all. DAS can appear in different styles and with 20

different titles depending on the publisher. They are also known as Data Accessibility 21

Statements, Data Sharing Statements and, in this study, ‘Availability of supporting 22

data’ and ‘Availability of data and materials’ statements. Many journals from multiple 23

publishers mandate the inclusion of DAS in published articles, and this is increasing as 24

more large publishers have begun to standardize and harmonize their journal research 25

data policies [4], since 2016 in particular [5]. Consensus also grows at funding agencies 26

of DAS utility as a means to establish and assess compliance with data policies [6]. 27

Research data policies of funding agencies and journals can influence researchers’ 28

willingness to share research data [7, 8], and strong journal data sharing policies have 29

been associated with increased availability of research data [9]. However, surveys of 30

researchers have also shown that researchers feel they should receive more credit for 31

sharing data [10]. Citations (referencing) in scholarly publications provide evidence for 32

claims and citation counts also remain an important measure of the impact and reuse of 33

research and a means for researchers to receive credit for their work. 34

Several studies explored compliance with journal data sharing policies [11–15]. For 35

example, DAS in PLOS have been found to be significantly on the rise, after a 36

mandated policy has been introduced, even if providing data in a repository remains a 37

sharing method used only in a fraction of articles [16]. This is a known problem more 38

generally: DAS contain links to data (and software) repositories only too rarely [17–19]. 39

Nevertheless there are benefits to data sharing [20–22]. It is known that, for example, 40

the biomedical literature in PubMed has shown clear signs of improvement in the 41

transparency and reproducibility of results over recent years, including sharing data [23]. 42

Some previous studies have shown that in specific research disciplines – such as gene 43

expression studies [24, 25], paleoceanoagraphy [26], astronomy [27] and astrophysics [28] 44

– sharing research data that support scholarly publications, or linking research data to 45

publications, are associated with increased citations to papers. However, to our 46

knowledge, no previous study has sought to determine if providing a DAS, and 47

specifically providing links to supporting data files in a DAS, has an effect on citations 48

across multiple journals, publishers and a wide variety of research disciplines. Making 49

data (and code) available increases the time (and presumably cost) taken to publish 50

papers [29], which has implications for authors, editors and publishers. As more 51

journals and funding agencies require the provision of DAS, further evidence of the 52

benefits of providing them, for example as measured through citations, is needed – for 53

funding agencies, publishers, institutions, and researchers. 54

In this study, we consider DAS in journal articles published by two publishers: BMC 55

and PLOS. We focus on the PubMed Open Access collection, and assess to what extent 56

authors are complying with DAS policies. We further study the contents of DAS, by 57

considering three categories: data available upon request, data available in the paper or 58

supplementary materials, and data made available via a direct link to it. We assume 59

this last category to be ideal with respect to openness and reproducibility, and further 60

assess if there is a citation advantage for an article belonging to any of these categories. 61

This contribution is organized as follows: we first discuss materials and methods, which 62

are all made available, we then discuss the presence of DAS in the dataset under 63

consideration and the results of citation prediction. We conclude with a discussion and 64
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future perspectives. 65

Materials and methods 66

Data 67

To make this study completely reproducible, we focus only on open access publications 68

and release all the accompanying code (see Data and Code Availability Section). We 69

use the PubMed Open Access (OA) collection, up to all publications from 2018 included. 70

1 We consider both commercial and non-commercial publications and work from the 71

xml export. Publications without a known identifier (DOI, PubMed ID, PMC ID or a 72

publisher-specific ID), a publication date and at least one reference are discarded. The 73

final publication count totals N = 1, 969, 175. 74

Our analyses focus on a subset of these publications, specifically from two publishers: 75

PLOS (Public Library of Science) and BMC (BioMed Central). PLOS and BMC were 76

selected for this study as they were among the first publishers to introduce DAS. 77

Further, all papers published in the BMC and PLOS journals are open access and 78

available under licenses that enable articles to be reused, and are both well represented 79

in the PubMed OA collection. Identifying PLOS journals is straightforward, as they are 80

all named starting with ‘PLOS’, e.g. ‘PLOS ONE’. We identify BMC journals using an 81

expert-curated list (see footnote 3 below). We further remove review articles and 82

editorials from this dataset, and are left with a final publication count totalling 83

M = 531, 889 journal articles. Our full data extraction and processing pipeline is 84

illustrated in Figure 1. 2
85

Fig 1. Data extraction and processing steps. We first downloaded the PubMed
open access collection (1) and created a database with all articles with a known identifier
and which contained at least one reference (2; N = 1, 969, 175). Next we identified and
disambiguated authors of these papers (3; S = 4, 253, 172) and calculated citations for
each author and each publication from within the collection (4). We used these citation
counts to calculate a within-collection H-index for each author. Our analysis only
focuses on PLOS and BMC publications as these publishers introduced mandated DAS,
so we filtered the database for these articles and extracted DAS from each publication
(5). We annotated a training dataset by labelling each of these statements into one of
four categories (6) and used those labels to train a natural language processing classifier
(7). Using this classifier we then categorised the remaining DAS in the database (8).
Finally, we exported this categorised dataset of M = 531, 889 publications to a csv file
(9) and archived it (see Data and code availability section below).

Data availability statements: policies and extraction 86

On 1 March 2014, PLOS introduced a mandate which required DAS to be included with 87

all publications and required all authors to share the research data supporting their 88

publications [39]. In 2011 BMC journals began to introduce a policy that either required 89

or encouraged authors to include an equivalent section in their publications, 90

1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/openftlist. Downloaded using the FTP service in
February 2019.

2 The processing pipeline, including DAS classification, as well as the descriptive part below were all
developed in Python [30], mainly relying on the following libraries or tools: scipy [31], scikit-learn [32],
pandas [33], numpy [34], nltk [35], matplotlib [36], seaborn [37], gensim [38], beautifulsoup (https:
//www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup), TextBlob (https://github.com/sloria/textblob) and
pymongo (MongoDB, https://www.mongodb.com).
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‘Availability of supporting data’ [40], and the number of BMC journals that adopted one 91

of these policies increased between 2011 and 2015. In 2015 BMC updated and 92

standardised its policy and all of its journals (more than 250 journals) required – 93

mandated – a DAS (styled as ‘Availability of data and materials’) in all its publications. 94

This provides sufficient time for publications in these journals to accrue citations for the 95

analysis. Further, all papers published in the BMC and PLOS journals are open access 96

and available under licenses that enable the content and metadata of the articles to be 97

text-mined and analysed for research purposes. We encoded the dates in which these 98

policies were introduced by the different BMC journals, and the type of policy (that is, 99

DAS encouraged or DAS required/mandated) in the list of journals – which also include 100

PLOS journals.3 101

The extraction of DAS from the xml files is straightforward for PLOS journals, while 102

it requires closer inspection for BMC journals. We established a set of rules to detect 103

and extract statements from both sets of journals, as documented in our repository. 4 A 104

total of Md = 184, 075 (34.6%) publications have a DAS in our dataset. We focus this 105

study on DAS provided in the standard sections of articles according to the publisher 106

styles of PLOS and BMC. While this choice does not consider unstructured statements 107

in publications that might describe the availability of supporting data elsewhere, such as 108

sentences in Methods or Results sections of articles, our analysis intentionally focuses on 109

articles in journals with editorial policies that include the use of a DAS. 110

Data availability statements: classification 111

The content of DAS can take different forms, which reflect varying levels of data 112

availability, different community and disciplinary cultures of data sharing, specific 113

journal style recommendations, and authors’ choices. Some statements contain standard 114

text typically provided by publishers, e.g. ‘The authors confirm that all data underlying 115

the findings are fully available without restriction. All relevant data are within the 116

paper and its Supporting Information files.’ In other cases, the authors may have 117

decided to modify the standard text to add further details about the location of the 118

data for their study, providing a DOI or a link to a specific repository. Where research 119

data are not publicly available, authors may justify this with additional information or 120

provide information on how readers can request access to the data. In other cases, the 121

authors may declare that the data are not available, or that a DAS is not applicable in 122

their case. 123

We identified four categories of DAS, further described in Table 1. We use fewer 124

categories than [16], mainly due to the sparsity of most of them which would impede 125

reliable classification results. Our four categories cover the most well-represented 126

categories from this study, namely: not available or ‘access restricted’ (our category 0); 127

‘upon request’ (our category 1); ‘in paper’ or ‘in paper and SI’ or ‘in SI’ (our category 128

2); ‘repository’ (our category 3). We consider category 3 to be the most desirable one, 129

because the data (or code) are shared as part of a publication and the authors provide a 130

direct link to a repository (e.g. via a unique URL, or, preferably, a persistent identifier). 131

We manually categorized 380 statements according to this coding approach, including 132

all statements repeated eight or more times in the dataset (some DAS are very frequent, 133

resulting from default statements left unchanged by authors) and a random selection 134

from the rest. We used a randomly selected set of 304 (80%) of those statements to 135

train different classifiers and the remaining 76 statements to test the classifiers’ 136

3See https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/das-public/blob/master/dataset/config/

journal_list.csv.
4 During the course of our study Europe PMC improved its tagging and classification of DAS,

in their various styles, which we did not use in our study: http://blog.europepmc.org/2018/11/

mapping-out-path-to-data.html.
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Table 1. Categories of DAS identified in our coding approach.

Category Definition Example

0 Not available No additional data available (common).

1
Data available on request
or similar

Supporting information is available in the
additional files and further supporting data
is available from the authors on request
(DOI: 10.1186/1471-2164-14-876).

2
Data available with the
paper and its
supplementary files

The authors confirm that all data
underlying the findings are fully available
without restriction. All data are included
within the manuscript (DOI:
10.1371/journal.pone.0098191).

3
Data available in a
repository

The authors confirm that all data
underlying the findings are fully available
without restriction. The transcriptome
data is deposited at NCBI/Gene Bank as
the TSA accession SRR1151079 and
SRR1151080 (DOI:
10.1371/journal.pone.0106370).

accuracy. The classifiers we trained are listed below: 137

• NB-BOW: Multinomial Näıve Bayes classifier whose features are the vectors of the 138

unique words in the DAS texts (bag-of-words model); 139

• NB-TFIDF: Näıve Bayes classifier whose features are the vectors of the unique 140

words in the DAS texts, weighted by their Term Frequency Inverse Document 141

Frequency (TF-IDF) score [41]; 142

• SVM: Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier [42] whose features are the 143

unique words in the DAS texts, weighted by their TF-IDF score; 144

• ET-Word2vec: Extra Trees classifier [43] whose features are the word embeddings 145

in the DAS texts calculated using the word2vec algorithm [44]; 146

• ET-Word2vec-TFIDF: Extra Trees classifier whose features are the word2vec word 147

embeddings in the DAS texts weighted by TF-IDF. 148

TF-IDF is a weighting approach commonly used in information retrieval and has the 149

effect of reducing the weight of words like the, is, a, which tend to occur in most 150

documents. It is obtained by multiplying the term frequency (i.e. the number of times a 151

term t appears in a document d divided by the total number of terms in d) by the 152

inverse document frequency (i.e. the logarithm of the ratio between the total number of 153

documents and the number of documents containing t). 154

We experimented with different parameter values, as detailed below: 155

• Stop words filter (values: ‘yes’ or ‘no’): whether or not we remove stop words 156

from the texts before running the classifiers. Stop word lists include very common 157

words (also known as function words) like prepositions (in, at, etc.), determiners 158

(the, a, etc.), auxiliaries (do, will, etc.), and so on. 159

• Stemming (values: ‘yes’ or ‘no’): whether or not we reduce inflected (or sometimes 160

derived) words to their word stem, base or root, for example stemming fishing, 161

fished, fisher results in the stem fish. 162
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The best combination of parameter values and classifier type was found to be an 163

SVM with no use of stop words and with stemming, so this was chosen as the model for 164

our subsequent analysis. Its accuracy is 98.7% on the test set, 100% only considering 165

the 250 top DAS in the test set by frequency, and the frequency-weighted accuracy is 166

also 100%. The average precision, recall, and F1-score weighted by support (i.e. the 167

number of instances for each class) are 98.7%, 98.7%, and 98.6%, respectively. The 168

classification report by category is shown in table 2. The retained classifier was finally 169

used to classify all DAS in the dataset, keeping manual annotations where available. 170

Table 2. Classification report by DAS category.

Category Precision Recall F1-score Support
0 1.00 1.00 1.00 4
1 1.00 1.00 1.00 20
2 0.98 1.00 0.99 45
3 1.00 0.86 0.92 7

Results 171

The presence of data availability statements over time 172

Figure 2A and 2B show the number of articles in the dataset between the years 2000 173

and 2018 inclusive. The solid vertical lines show when the publisher introduced a DAS 174

mandate (1 May 2015 for BMC, 1 March 2014 for PLOS [39]). BMC journals show a 175

delayed uptake of this policy in published articles, presumably as it was introduced for 176

submitted manuscripts rather than accepted manuscripts. The delay accounts for the 177

time these papers would have been undergoing peer review and preparation for 178

publication at the journals. PLOS journals, in comparison and despite PLOS 179

announcing its policy would apply to submitted manuscripts also, appear to have put 180

more effort into early enforcement and therefore have a slightly faster uptake, which may 181

not be accounted for by average submission to publication times. Both publishers show 182

clear adoption of DAS after their introduction of a mandate: in 2018 93.7% of 21,793 183

PLOS articles and 88.2% of 31,956 BMC articles had data availability statements. 184

Fig 2. Data availability statements over time. All the histograms above show
the number of publications from specific subsets of the dataset and classify them into
four categories: No DAS (0), Category 1 (data available on request), Category 2 (data
contained within the article and supplementary materials), and Category 3 (a link to
archived data in a public repository). The vertical solid line shows the date that the
publisher introduced a mandated DAS policy. A dashed line indicates the date an
encouraged policy was introduced. The groups of articles are as follows. A: all BMC
articles, B: all PLOS articles, C: all BMC Series articles, D: PLOS One articles, E:
PLOS articles not published in PLOS One, F: articles from the BMC Genomics journal
(selected to illustrate a journal that had high update of an encouraged policy), G:
articles from the Trials journal (published by BMC, selected to illustrate a journal that
has a very high percentage of data that can only be made available by request to the
authors), H: articles from the Parasites and Vectors journal (selected to illustrate a
journal that has an even distribution of the three DAS categories). Articles are binned
by publication year.

Where the two publishers strongly differ are in the proportion of the different 185

categories of data availability statements. Looking at the two most recent years in the 186
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data set, 2017 and 2018, the largest category for BMC (60.0% of 54,719 articles with 187

DAS) is category 1: “Data available on request or similar”. The remaining BMC 188

articles were 19.2% (10,500 of 54,719) category 2 DAS and 12.2% (6,656 of 54,719) 189

category 3 DAS. Over this same date range, the largest category for PLOS (65.2% of 190

43,388 articles) is category 2: “Data available with the paper and its supplementary 191

files”. The remaining PLOS articles were 14.0% (6,065 of 43,388) category 1 DAS and 192

20.8% (9,013 of 43,388) category 3 DAS. The overrepresentation of categories 1 and 2 193

for BMC and PLOS articles respectively is likely due to the two publishers having 194

different recommendations in their guidance for authors. For example, 37.3% (40,904 of 195

109,815) of all PLOS articles which contain a DAS have identical text: “All relevant 196

data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files”. We note that although 197

there are an order of magnitude more PLOS ONE articles than those published in all 198

other PLOS journals (20,6824 compared to 34,336 in our data set) the pattern of DAS 199

classes are very similar (Figure 2D and 2E). In comparison, the most common DAS 200

(4.8%, 3,594 of 74,260) for BMC is “Not applicable”, followed by 3.5% (2,582 of 74,260) 201

which have “The datasets used and/or analysed during the current study are available 202

from the corresponding author on reasonable request.” These most common statements 203

are, or have been, included as example statements in guidance to authors, suggesting 204

authors often use these as templates, or copy them verbatim, in their manuscripts. 205

These statements remain the most common in the latest two years in the dataset (2017 206

and 2018) at 16.5% (PLOS) and 3.6% (BMC) although the proportions have decreased, 207

hopefully indicating a more customised engagement with the data availability 208

requirement by authors. BMC, in 2016, updated its data availability policy including 209

the example DAS statements in its guidance for authors, in conjunction with other 210

journals published by its parent publisher, Springer Nature. 211

BMC Series journals were encouraged to include a section on the “Availability of 212

supporting data” [40] from July 2011. Although the majority of articles published 213

between the encouraged and mandated dates did not have a DAS, 6.0% (1927 of 31,965) 214

of the articles did include this information (Figure 2C). Of these articles with 215

encouraged, rather than mandated, DAS, 65.9% of them (1,270 of 1,927) were category 216

3: “Data available in a repository”. Category 3 DAS are closest to “best practice” data 217

management recommendations, and it is unsurprising that the authors who elected to 218

complete this section when they were not required to do so have shared their data in 219

the most usable manner. Taken together with the most common standard statements 220

described above, we conclude that mandates are beneficial in increasing the number of 221

data availability statements in published articles, but note that they do not guarantee 222

ease of access or re-use. 223

There are differences in the proportion of DAS classes across academic domains. For 224

example, BMC Genomics shows a strong representation of class 3 DAS during both the 225

encouraged and required time periods (Figure 2F). In comparison, and unsurprisingly 226

given the sensitive nature of the data presented in its articles, the journal Trials has a 227

high proportion of class 1 DAS (Figure 2G). We select the journal Parasites and Vectors 228

to illustrate that there are also research topics that have high variability of DAS classes 229

within them (Figure 2H). 230

Citation prediction 231

We focus next on predicting citation counts as a means to assess the potential influence 232

of DAS in this respect. 233

Dependent variable. Citation counts for each article are calculated using the full 234

PubMed OA dataset (N articles above). Citations are based on identifiers, hence only 235
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references which include a valid ID are considered. Under these limits, we consider 236

citations given within a certain time-window from each article’s publication (2, 3 and 5 237

years), calculated considering the month of publication, in order to allow for equal 238

comparison over the same citation accrual time. 239

Independent variables. We use a set of article-level variables, commonly considered 240

in similar studies [45–48]. We include the year of publication, to account for citation 241

inflation over time; the month of publication (missing values are set to a default value of 242

6, that is June), to account for the known advantage of publications published early in 243

the year; the number of authors and the total number of references (including those 244

without a known ID), both usually correlated with citation impact. 245

The reputation of authors prior to the article publication has also been linked to the 246

citation success of a paper [49]. In order to control for this, we had to identify 247

individual authors, a challenging task in itself [50–54]. We focus on an article-level 248

aggregated indicator of author popularity: the mean and median H-index of an article’s 249

authors at the time of publication. In so doing, we minimize the impact of errors arising 250

from disambiguating author names [55,56], which would have been higher if we had 251

used measures based on individual observations such as the maximum H-index. We 252

therefore used a simple disambiguation technique when compared to current state of the 253

art, and considered two author mentions to refer to the same individual if both full 254

name and surname (to lowercase) were found to be identical within all PubMed OA. 255

The total number of authors we individuated with this approach is S = 4, 253, 172. 256

We further consider the following journal-level variables: if an article was published 257

by a PLOS or BMC journal; if an article was published under encouraged or required 258

DAS mandates; the domain/field/sub-field of the journal, as given by the 259

Science-Metrix classification [57], in order to control for venue and research area.5 We 260

also control for the journal as a dummy variable in some models. An overview of the 261

variables we use is given in Table 3, while a set of descriptive statistics for some of them 262

are reported in Table 4. 263

The dataset we analyse and discuss below uses a window of three years for citation 264

accrual, and includes publications until 2015 included, in order to allow for all articles 265

to be compared on equal footing. Results using windows of two or five years are 266

consistent. The number of publications under consideration here is thus 267

M2015 = 367, 836, of which M2015
d = 45, 968 with a DAS. Correlation values among a 268

set of variables are given in Table 5, calculated over this specific dataset. 269

Model. The model we consider and discuss here is an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 270

model based on the following formula: 271

ln(n cit3 + 1) = ln(n authors) + ln(n references tot + 1) + p year + p month

+ln(h index mean + 1) + h index median + das category simple + is plos

+das encouraged + das required + journal field + das category ∗ is plos

(1)

An OLS model for citation counts, after a log transform and the addition of 1, has 272

been found to perform well in practice when compared to more involved 273

alternatives [60,61]. We nevertheless use a variety of alternative models, which are 274

5Openly available here: http://science-metrix.com/?q=en/classification. Despite the fact that
journal-level article classifications are not as accurate as citation clustering or other alternatives, the
Science-Metrix classification has been recently found to be the best of its class and an overall reasonable
choice [58,59].
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Table 3. Summary of variables used in the regression models.

Variable Description Possible transformations

n citY

Number of citations received within
a certain number of years Y
after publication.

ln(n citY + 1)

Article-level
n authors Number of authors. ln(n authors)
n references tot Total number of references. ln(n references tot + 1)
p year Publication year.
p month Publication month.

h index mean
Mean H-index of authors at
publication time.

ln(h index mean + 1)

h index median
Median H-index of authors at
publication time.

das category simple DAS category (0 to 3. See Table 1).

Journal-level
is plos If PLOS (1) or not (0).

das encouraged
If published under an encouraged
DAS mandate (1) or not (0).

das required
If published under a required
DAS mandate (1) or not (0).

journal field
Dummy variable,
from Science-Metrix.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for (non-trasformed) model variables over the whole
dataset under analysis.

Variable/Statistic Minimum Median Mean Maximum
n cit2 0 0 0.68 166
n cit3 0 0 1.13 483
n cit5 0 1 1.9 1732
n cit tot 0 1 2.84 2233
n authors 1 6 6.68 2442
n references tot 1 39 41.94 1097
p year 1997 2014 2013 2018
p month 1 7 5.43 12
h index median 0 1 1.17 28
h index mean 0 1.2 1.56 28

Table 5. Correlations among a set of variables. The values on the top-right half of the
table over the diagonal are Spearman’s correlation coefficients, the values on the
bottom-left half of the table over the diagonal are Pearson’s correlation coefficients. All
variables are transformed as in the description of the model.
Variable ln(n cit3 + 1) ln(n authors) p year p month ln(h index mean + 1) h index median ln(n references tot + 1)
ln(n cit3 + 1) 0.16 0.14 -0.02 0.25 0.2 0.22
ln(n authors) 0.16 0.16 -0.01 0.2 0.06 0.11
p year 0.14 0.16 -0.02 0.39 0.32 0.1
p month -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02
ln(h index mean + 1) 0.25 0.18 0.41 0.02 0.85 0.12
h index median 0.19 0 0.28 0.02 0.82 0.08
ln(n references tot + 1) 0.24 0.15 0.13 0.02 0.14 0.07
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made available in the accompanying repository and all corroborate our results [62].6 We 275

compare standard OLS and robust OLS here, noting how robust regression results do 276

not differ significantly. The last interaction term between PLOS and the DAS 277

classification is meant to single out the effect of DAS categories for the two publishers. 278

The results of fitted models are provided in Table 6.7 279

Regression results point out to a set of outcomes which are known in the literature, 280

namely that articles with more authors and references tend to be slightly more highly 281

cited. We also find a known citation inflation effect for more recent articles (reminding 282

the reader that we consider an equal citation accumulation window of three years 283

overall). Crucially, the mean author H-index is strongly correlated with higher citations, 284

while not so much the median, indicating the preferential citation advantage given to 285

more popular authors. We also find substantial effects at the journal field level, e.g. 286

with General Science and Technology negatively impacting citations (we note that 287

PLOS ONE falls entirely within this category). Articles from PLOS are also, overall, 288

more cited than those from BMC. 289

Turning our attention to the effect of DAS on citation advantage, we note that the 290

encouraged and required policies play a somewhat minor role. Nevertheless, all DAS 291

categories positively impact citation counts, with category 3 standing out and 292

contributing, when present, to an increase of 22.65% over the average citation rate of an 293

article after three years from publication, which is 1.26 in this dataset under analysis. 294

The increase is of 25.36% considering the 1.13 average citation rate of an article over the 295

whole dataset instead. These positive contributions are less effective for PLOS articles, 296

after controlling for the publisher. When we further control for individual venues 297

(journal), DAS category 3 is the only one remaining significantly correlated with a 298

positive citation impact (see repository). These results suggest that the citation 299

advantage of DAS is not as much related to their mere presence, but to their contents. 300

In particular, that DAS containing actual links to data stored in a repository are 301

correlated to higher citation impact. 302

When interpreting these results it should be noted that we consider a relatively 303

small sample of citations compared to the full citation counts of the papers under 304

analysis. We, however, assume that the distribution of citations of the sample is 305

representative of the real citation distribution. Based on this assumption, we conclude 306

that there is an up to 25.36% relative gain in citation counts in general for a paper with 307

DAS category 3. We discuss some possible motivations for this effect in our conclusions. 308

Conclusion 309

In this contribution we consider Data Availability Statements (DAS): a section in 310

research articles which is increasingly being encouraged or mandated by publishers and 311

used by authors to state if and how their research data are made available. We use the 312

PubMed Open Access collection and focus on journal articles published by BMC and 313

PLOS, in order to address the following two questions: 1) are DAS being adopted as per 314

publisher’s policies and, if so, can we qualify DAS into categories determined by their 315

contents? 2) Are different DAS categories correlated with an article’s citation impact? 316

In particular, are preferred DAS which include an explicit link to a repository, either via 317

a URL or permanent identifier (category 3 in this study) more positively correlated with 318

6The models we test include ANOVA, tobit and GLM with negative binomial (on the full dataset and
on the dataset of papers with 1 or more received citations), zero-inflated negative binomial, lognormal
and Pareto 2 family distributions. We further test different models, including logistic regression on DAS
category and on whether or not a paper is cited at least once.

7All the modelling has been performed in R [63] and RStudio [64], mostly relying on the DMwR [65],
glamss [66], mass and nnet [67], vgam [68], ggplot2 [69], tidyverse [70] and stargazer [71] packages.
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citation impact than alternatives? These questions are prompted by our intention to 319

assess to what extent open science practices are adopted by publishers and authors, as 320

well as to verify whether there is a benefit for authors who invest resources in order to 321

(properly) make their research data available. 322

We find that DAS are rapidly adopted after the introduction of a mandate in the 323

journals from both publishers. For reasons in large part related to what is proposed as a 324

standard text for DAS, BMC publications mostly use category 1 (data available on 325

request), while PLOS publications mostly use category 2 (data contained within the 326

article and supplementary materials). Category 3 covers, for both publishers, just a 327

fraction of DAS: 12.2% (BMC) and 20.8% (PLOS) respectively. This is in line with 328

previous literature finding that only about 20% of PLOS One articles between March 329

2014 and May 2016 contain a link to a repository in their DAS [16]. We also note that 330

individual journals show a significant degree of variation with respect to their DAS 331

category distributions. 332

The results of citation prediction clearly point to a citation advantage, of up to 333

25.36%, for articles with a category 3 DAS – those including a link to a repository via a 334

URL or other permanent identifier, consistent with the results of previous smaller, more 335

focused studies [24–28]. This is encouraging, as it provides a further incentive to 336

authors to make their data available using a repository. There might be a variety of 337

reasons for this effect. More efforts and resources are put into papers sharing data, thus 338

this choice might be made for better quality articles. It is also possible that more 339

successful or visible research groups have also more resources at their disposal for 340

sharing data as category 3. Sharing data likely also gives more credibility to an article’s 341

results, as it supports reproducibility [72,73]. Finally, data sharing encourages re-use, 342

which might further contribute to citation counts. 343

Our study has a set of limitations. First of all, the willingness to operate fully 344

reproducibly has constrained our choices with respect to data. While the PubMed OA 345

collection is sizable, it includes just a minor fraction of all published literature. Even 346

with respect to indicators based on citation counts (H-index, received citations), we 347

decided not to use larger commercial options such as Web of Science or Scopus. We 348

further focus on DAS given in dedicated sections, potentially missing those given in 349

other parts of an article. Furthermore, we do not assess what a given repository 350

contains in practice: this is not a replication study. Finally, citation counts are but one 351

way to assess an article’s impact, among many. These and other limitations constitute 352

potential avenues for future work: we believe that by sharing all our data and code, this 353

study can be updated and built upon for the future analyses. 354

Future research that evaluates the contents and accuracy of DAS in a more detailed 355

way than in this analysis, e.g., with more sophisticated and granular categorisation of 356

DAS, would be valuable. For example, by comparing whether DAS that are highly 357

templated from journals’ guidance for authors are associated with differences in citation 358

counts compared to non-standard statements, and whether DAS are an accurate 359

description of the location of data needed to reproduce the results reported in the 360

article. We assume that non-templated statements imply more consideration of the 361

journal’s data sharing policy by the authors, and potentially more rigorous approaches 362

to research data management. However, we found non-templated statements to appear 363

with a lower frequency than statements such as “All relevant data are within the paper 364

and its Supporting Information files”. 365

There are several potential implications of our results. All stakeholders, from 366

funding agencies to publishers and researchers, now have further evidence of an 367

important benefit (increased citations) of providing access to research data. As a 368

consequence, requests for strengthened and consistent research data policies, from 369

research funders, publishers and institutions, can be better supported, enforced and 370
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accepted. Introducing stronger research data policies carry associated costs for all 371

stakeholders, which can be better justified with evidence of a citation benefit. Our 372

finding that journal policies that encourage rather than require or mandate DAS have 373

only a small effect on the volume of DAS published will be of interest to publishers, if 374

their goal is to improve the availability of DAS. However, policies often serve to create 375

cultural and behavioural change in a community and to signal the importance of an 376

issue [74], and it is not uncommon for journals and publishers to introduce new editorial 377

policies in a progressive manner, with policies, such as on availability of data and code, 378

increasing in strength and rigour over time. Springer Nature, for example, have 379

indicated they intend to support more of their journals with data sharing policies that 380

do not mandate a DAS to mandate a DAS [3]. 381

Our DAS classification approach, and release of the data and code, may be helpful 382

for stakeholders interested in research data policy compliance, as it enables more 383

automated approaches to the detection, extraction and classification of DAS across 384

multiple journals and publishers, at least in the open access literature. Even wider 385

adoption of DAS as a standard data policy requirement for publishers, funding agencies 386

and institutions would further facilitate the visibility of links to data as metadata, 387

enhancing data discoverability, credit allocation and positive research practices such as 388

reproducibility. In fact, machine readable DAS would allow for the development of a 389

research data index extending existing citation indexes and allowing, potentially, to 390

monitor sharing behaviour by researchers and compliance with data policies of different 391

stakeholders. DAS also provides a mechanism for more focused search and enrichment 392

of the literature with links between research data/code, and scholarly articles. Links to 393

research data provided within a DAS are most likely to refer to research data generated 394

by or analysed in a study, potentially increasing the accuracy of services such as EU 395

PubMed Central and Scholarly Link Exchange (Scholix), which can link scholarly 396

publications to their supporting data. 397

Data and code availability 398

Code and data can be found at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3268810 [75]. 399
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Regression table

Table 6. OLS and robust LS estimates for the citation prediction model under
discussion.

Dependent variable:

ln(n cit3 + 1)

OLS robust LS

(1) (2)

n authors 0.107∗∗∗ 0.103∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

n references tot 0.197∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

p year 0.011∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗

(0.0005) (0.0005)

p month −0.011∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.0005) (0.0004)

h index mean 0.218∗∗∗ 0.204∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

h index median 0.007∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)

C(das category)1 0.085∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.023)

C(das category)2 0.059∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.018)

C(das category)3 0.252∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.012)

C(journal field)Agriculture, Fisheries & Forestry −0.066∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011)

C(journal field)Biology -0.009 0.007
(0.009) (0.009)

C(journal field)Biomedical Research −0.027∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)

C(journal field)Chemistry −0.242∗∗∗ −0.214∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.014)

C(journal field)Clinical Medicine −0.033∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

C(journal field)Enabling & Strategic Technologies 0.047∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)

C(journal field)Engineering −0.205∗∗∗ −0.177∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.019)

C(journal field)General Science & Technology −0.388∗∗∗ −0.370∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)

C(journal field)Information & Communication Technologies 0.007 0.025∗

(0.013) (0.013)

C(journal field)Philosophy & Theology -0.011 0.012
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(0.026) (0.026)

C(journal field)Psychology & Cognitive Sciences −0.160∗∗∗ −0.135∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.021)

C(journal field)Public Health & Health Services 0.042∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)

das requiredTrue 0.073∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.004)

das encouragedTrue −0.052∗∗∗ −0.048∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

is plosTrue 0.211∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

C(das category)1:is plosTrue −0.077∗∗∗ −0.066∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.025)

C(das category)2:is plosTrue −0.040∗∗ −0.038∗∗

(0.019) (0.019)

C(das category)3:is plosTrue −0.163∗∗∗ −0.192∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.014)

Constant −22.228∗∗∗ −23.297∗∗∗

(0.967) (0.950)

Observations 367,836 367,836
R2 0.144
Adjusted R2 0.144
Residual Std. Error (df = 367808) 0.593 0.665
F Statistic 2,285.393∗∗∗ (df = 27; 367808)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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